
Breed vs.  
Buy: What’s 
the Right Choice 
for Your Lab?
Many research institutions are faced with the decision of whether to purchase off-the-shelf models 
from a provider or to breed models in-house using internal resources. 

SOMETIMES THE ANSWER IS CLEAR
Breeding of the model in your facility may be required if: 

f Model is not available commercially

f Experiments require embryos, fetuses, or neonates or involve maternal or inter-generational effects

f Strict control of microbiome is required

SOMETIMES THE RIGHT ANSWER ISN’T OBVIOUS
Taconic Biosciences can help you understand the factors to consider. Taconic is committed  
to providing animal models to researchers, helping customers drive critical research to cure. 
Taconic partners with customers to help:

f Maintain an efficient and reliable supply chain

f Allow researchers to maximize internal resources

f Eliminate additional overhead, staff, and opportunity costs

Get in touch for more information about our products and services.  
US: 1-888-822-6642 | EU: +45 70 23 04 05 | info@taconic.com | Learn more at: taconic.com
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EXPERTISE REQUIREMENTS
Successful colony management requires cross-functional expertise such as: 

 f Animal husbandry

 f Animal health

 f Genetics

 f Molecular assays

 f Regulatory compliance 

 f And more

Effort spent on colony management, including planning breeding to meet study timelines, 
genotyping, tracking protocols, and managing adverse phenotypes, reduces resources  
available for experimentation. 

QUALITY, FROM GENETICS TO ANIMAL HEALTH
Production of quality animals requires attention to genetic and health quality. 

 f Genetic quality: Genetic drift is inevitable, 
but strategies are available to minimize 
it, including periodic refreshes from 
cryopreserved materials and use of 
appropriate colony structures for inbred 
and outbred models. Prevention of genetic 
contamination requires a robust system of 
observation, record-keeping and testing. 

 f Health status: The experimental need 
determines the required health profile. 
If the location allocated for an in-house 
breeding colony does not meet the 
experimental need, changing the health 
status of the colony can be complicated 
and expensive. Commercial providers 
may offer a range of health standards for 
common models, simplifying the choice.

Factors  
to consider 



ANIMAL WELFARE
While vendors enjoy economies of scale which can minimize production of unneeded animals,  
in-house colonies may be prone to animal waste, particularly when experimental usage is  
infrequent. Certain GEM lines may display adverse phenotypes which can making breeding a 
challenge, increasing the need for oversight. Improper colony management can lead to delayed 
weaning and overcrowded cages, lower reproductive performance, stress and aggression.

MICROBIOME
Germ-free and gnotobiotic breeding necessitates special equipment and rigorous processes.  
It only takes one process break to contaminate an isolator, and the timeline to rebuild a colony can 
be lengthy. Availability of commercial germ-free mice lets researchers avoid the risk of maintaining 
isolators long term and instead focus on shorter term experiments in isolators or special individually 
ventilated caging. When strict microbiome control is needed for experiments with conventional 
mice, it may not be sufficient to simply purchase from the same vendor room or breed in the same 
in-house facility, as shifts can occur in room flora over time.

LICENSING
GEM strains may be distributed under restrictive terms which prohibit breeding or require special 
agreements and fees to breed. 

TIMELINE AND FLEXIBILITY
All experiments must start with thorough planning. Once study cohort needs are defined, a breeding 
timeline can be developed. Each mouse or rat generation is ~3 months, so scaling up to produce  
a cohort from a small starting pool of breeders can take 6-9 months. Due to limitations of biology,  
an in-house colony may not easily accommodate later changes to experimental designs. Purchasing 
from a vendor can provide flexibility and reduce timelines to start studies. For GEM models not 
commercially available, working with a vendor to scale up via in vitro fertilization can jumpstart 
research and shave months off timelines.

TOTAL COST OF PRODUCTION
It’s easy to calculate the costs to purchase animals from a commercial vendor – just look at purchase 
price, transportation and any license fees. Assessing the total cost of in-house production is harder. 
The per diem rate is just one element, and the institutional cost may include subsidies to that rate. 
Add in costs for assay development and genotyping. Be sure to consider opportunity costs such 
as time spent on colony management at the expense of progress on projects as well as delayed 
experiments due to inefficient colony management. With limited vivarium space, cages for breeding 
reduce the space available for studies.
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PARTNERING WITH A COMMERCIAL  
PROVIDER OFFERS MANY BENEFITS

 f Start experiments immediately

 f Controlled, consistent genetic and animal health quality

 f Redeploy time from documentation and oversight to progressing your science

 f Decreased animal usage and improved animal welfare

 f Order just what you need

 f Centralized animal production at vendor offers economies of scale

Taconic is proud to partner with our customers to provide the best possible solutions 
to facilitate advancements in human health. We provide access to a broad portfolio 
of high-quality standard, immunodeficient and GEM models so our customers can 
maximize their internal resources and preserve vivarium space for high value research. 
We offer:

 f The only globally harmonized health standard system and the most health standard 
options in the industry 

 f A comprehensive genetic integrity program, including globally harmonized colonies 
and genetic monitoring system which employs qualitative and quantitative testing 
to reduce risk and ensure quality

 f Germ-free and gnotobiotic mice

 f Specialty pre-conditioned models such as humanized immune system mice and  
diet-induced obese and NASH mice

 f TruBIOME™, a service to provide mice with defined custom microbiome profiles 

Category Internal Production Purchase

Total cost 

Standard strains:

GEMs:

May be higher

May be lower

May be lower

May be higher

Labor required High Low

Technical knowledge 
required

High Low

Genotyping required Yes No

3Rs compliant Possibly No Yes

Labor opportunity cost Yes No

Timelines May be protracted May be immediately available

Genetic quality
Highly variable and 
often ignored

Controlled and consistent

Breeding efficiency Variable High

Animal health
Highly variable and 
inconsistent between 
and within institutions

Controlled, consistent and 
several levels to choose from

THE COMPLETE 
SOLUTION
MODELS TO DRIVE DRUG DISCOVERY
Taconic Biosciences is uniquely positioned 
to enable drug discovery through animal 
models by being the only company 
that partners with customers to provide 
expertise, quality, and availability, 
along with downstream services:

 f Expertise at every step

 f Highest quality standards in the industry

 f Availability and access to 
drive global research

MODEL GENERATION SOLUTIONS
Taconic’s Model Generation Solutions 
empower our customers with a unique 
combination of capabilities, specifically 
tailored to each individual discovery program: 

 f Most experienced model generation  
and breeding company

 f Most comprehensive toolkit 

 f Exclusive programs 

 f Concierge approach to partnering  
with customers

COLONY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
Taconic’s fully-integrated colony 
management solutions bring innovative 
models from design to study-ready cohorts 
with unprecedented speed and transparency:

 f Most experienced model generation 
and colony management company

 f The complete toolkit

 f Colony management solution process

 f Partnering with our customers

 f Expanded applications and opportunities

YOUR PARTNER 
WHAT WE DO
Taconic Biosciences is a fully-licensed, 
global leader in genetically engineered 
rodent models and services. Founded 
in 1952, Taconic provides the best 
animal solutions so that customers 
can acquire, custom-generate, breed, 
precondition, test, and distribute 
valuable research models worldwide. 

WHO WE ARE
Taconic has created a unique ecosystem 
of experts to provide our customers with 
the best animal model solutions. Whether 
it is choosing the right model for your 
study, designing a custom model, creating 
an efficient breeding plan, or providing 
expertise in critical support functions 
like veterinary science, genetics, and 
embryology; Taconic is ready to help you 
drive your research from idea to cure. 

CONTACT US
To get started, contact one of our 
customer service team members. 
Contact us at info@taconic.com. 

VISIT TACONIC.COM 
There is so much more to learn. Visit  
taconic.com. to see our full breadth of animal 
model solutions and valuable resources. 


